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ABSTRACT 

 

In order to carry out the complicated computation inside the high performance computing 

(HPC) systems, tens to hundreds of parallel processor chips and physical wires are 

required to be integrated inside the multi-chip package module (MCM). The physical 

wires considered as the electrical interconnects between the processor chips, however, 

have the challenges on placements and routings because of the unequal progress between 

the semiconductor and I/O size reductions. The primary goal of the research is to 

overcome package design challenges – providing a hybrid computing architecture with 

implemented 60 GHz antennas as the high efficient wireless interconnect which could 

generate over 10 Gbps bandwidth on the data transmissions. 

The dissertation is divided into three major parts. In the first part, two different 

performance metrics, power loss required to be recovered (PRE) and wireless link budget, 

on evaluating the antenna’s system performance within the chip to chip wireless 

interconnect are introduced to address the design challenges and define the design goals. 

The second part contains the design concept, fabrication procedure and measurements of 

implemented 60 GHz broadband antenna in the application of multi-chip data 

transmissions. The developed antenna utilizes the periodically-patched artificial magnetic 

conductor (AMC) structure associated with the ground-shielded conductor in order to 

enhance the antenna’s impedance matching bandwidth. The validation presents that over 

10 GHz -10 dB S11 bandwidth which indicates the antenna’s operating bandwidth and the 

horizontal data transmission capability which is required by planar type chip to chip 
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interconnect can be achieved with the design concept. In order to reduce both PRE and 

wireless link budget numbers, a 60 GHz two-element array in the multi-chip 

communication is developed in the third part. The third section includes the combined-

field analysis, the design concepts on two-element array and feeding circuitry. The 

simulation results agree with the predicted field analysis and demonstrate the 5dBi gain 

enhancement in the horizontal direction over a single 60 GHz AMC antenna to further 

reduce both PRE and wireless link budget numbers.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Parallel Computing System Design 

 

In the next decade, advances in highly complex computing environments, including 

future data collection centers or multi-functional clusters for cloud-computing, scientific 

calculation for weather forecasting predictors, MRI/CT image processing for medical 

applications will be propelled by the development on high performance computing (HPC) 

systems. These HPC systems require the massive amounts of computational resources. 

Due to the advanced semiconductor fabrication capability driven by Moore’s Law, 

processor computational performance has been benefited from the enhanced clock speed 

[1]. The clock speed, however, can not be kept scaling up due to the increased power 

consumption and power density inside the chip. (1.1) is utilized to explain the relation 

between the power consumption and the clock frequency of a single computing processor 

[2]: 

                                                        (1.1) 

  in (1.1) indicates the clock frequency,   is counted as the total switching capacitance 

value that is involved into one computing clock cycle and   is the supply voltage. (1.1) 

implies that the increased power density results from the enhanced clock frequency 

because there is a positive relation between the power and the clock frequency. Rather 

than increasing the clock speed for the single processor, multi-processor systems with the 
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highly parallel computing capability have been considered as the optimized solutions to 

keep scaling up the computing performance. Parallel computing is a form 

of computation in which multiple processors are carrying out complex computations 

simultaneously. The main principle is that a large computation problem could be divided 

into several smaller computation tasks which are then solved by multiple processors 

concurrently [3]. 

The Multi-Core Multi-Chip (MCMC) computing architecture in a packaged module is 

one recent solution used to place many processor chips in symmetric multi-processing 

(SMP) or distributed computing systems. The computer architecture with upwards of 100 

processor chips on a single package module will promise unprecedented enhancement of 

computational performances. IBM Power Series, a processor system mainly designed for 

complicated clusters, is an example [4]. Fig. 1-1 shows this massive parallel 

supercomputing machine with multiple sophisticated physical computing cases and 

indicates the computation hierarchy inside the HPC system. In each physical case, there 

are multiple processor chips being integrated into a single computing package module. In 

each single processor chip, multiple computational units or cores are integrated. Inside 

the HPC system, the design of electrical connections and routings for signals requires 

carefully the physical wired routing considerations which indicate both the on-chip 

interconnects inside a single processor chip and the packaged interconnects or the 

network designs applied for the communication between multiple processor chips. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concurrency_(computer_science)
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Multi-Chip in the Module Multi-Core in the Single ChipData Clusters
 

Fig. 1-1 A computation hierarchy inside the HPC system 

 

    

1.2 Wired Interconnect Design and Challenges 

 

A physical wired connection has been considered as the routing solution inside the multi-

processor package module in order to implement the communication or the data transfer 

between multiple processor chips. The wired interconnect for a chip to chip 

communication inside the multi-processor module is illustrated in Fig. 1-2.  Each 

processor chip that is also called “die” has its own silicon substrate which could be 

integrated or mounted on the package substrate. The approaches of chip-package 

integration or the electrical connection include the bondwire and the controlled collapse 

chip connection which is also called C4 bumps [5]. The bondwire packaging method 

includes copper and gold type bondwires. There are two drawbacks as the bondwire 

solution is implemented. The first disadvantage is that the bondwires can only be placed 

at the edge of silicon chips. This kind of I/O placement leads to a limitation on the total  
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Multi-Chip 
Module
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Fig. 1-2 Wired interconnects in the multi-chip module 

 

I/O number whereas more I/O pads will be needed in future single processor chips. 

Besides the limited I/O numbers, the large unwanted equivalent inductance which has 

impacts on the electrical link performance could be generated by the bondwire. 

Compared with the bondwire packaging solution, C4 bumps have lower inductance 

values. Additionally, C4 bumps are not restricted by placement limitations like the 

bondwires and more I/Os can be developed. Therefore, these are the reasons why C4 

bumps are preferred over bondwires as the chip-package solution in current multi-

processors or multi-chip modules. Inside the package, a transmission line which may be a 

stripline or a microstrip (MS) line or a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure is 

implemented as a wired-communication channel. Fig. 1-3 demonstrates these three 

different transmission line structures in cross-sectional views. The signal of the MS line 

is routed above a large conductor serving as the ground or the reference plane; a stripline 

is formed by the signal line routed between two ground conductors inside the multi-layer 

laminate and the signal of the CPW is routed between two co-planar conductors serving  
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Fig. 1-3 Different transmission line structures inside the multi-chip module 

 

as the reference planes. The signal propagation inside the stripline structure is considered 

as the pure TEM wave while the signals are quasi-TEM wave propagations inside the MS 

and CPW structures [6]. The chip to chip communication inside the multi-chip or multi-

processor module is illustrated with the following signal flow:  

First, the first silicon die sends a signal to the packaged module through the C4 bump. 

After the signal reaches the package, the signal is transmitted through a transmission line 

structure inside the module. Finally, the signal is transmitted to the second silicon die 

through the C4 bump again. The combination between the on-chip interconnects in the 

silicon dies, C4 bumps and the packaged transmission lines create the total wired 

interconnect path inside the current multi-processor module.   

The wired interconnect solution inside the multi-chip module presents several packaging 

design challenges. The first challenge is that physical connections will severely restrict 

the electrical performance due to the slowed data transfer and the required redundancy 

for broken data links. The second challenge is the limited area for physical wire 
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placements and routings. As the chip size in the future will be capable of being scaled 

down due to the advanced achievements on the semiconductor fabrication process, chip 

density will be scaled up potentially inside the module. Fig. 1-4 presents this predicted 

size reductions on the semiconductor and on-chip interconnects while the slow progress 

on the I/O size reduction is observed in Fig. 1-5. The data in both figures is given by the 

prediction in International Technology Roadmaps for Semiconductors [1]. This unequal 

progress observed between Fig. 1-4 and Fig. 1-5 implies that the total I/O numbers could 

not be scaled up parallel with the computational performance. The increasing numbers of 

the chip in the module will also lead to the signal integrity (SI) issues, such as the 

crosstalk noise between the dense signal routings [7]. Increasing the number of stack up 

or laminate layers inside the package might be a solution to reduce the wired-routing 

density, but this leads to another SI problem due to the presence of non-continuous 

vertical vias. These vertical vias will generate the additional reflection noise as the 

signals transmit inside the multi-layer packaged module [7].   
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Fig. 1-4 Predicted size on the semiconductor [1] 

 

Fig. 1-5 Predicted size on the chip-package interconnect [1] 
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1.3  Solutions and Wireless Interconnect 

 

To overcome the above-mentioned challenges inside the multi-processor package, two 

viable candidates, photonics and mm-wave wireless interconnects are proposed.  Optical 

links provide some future promise, but should not be the only option to be considered, as 

many technical hurdles remain. Although optical waveguides provide higher bit data 

rates, yet they must be spaced further apart than electrical wires in order to avoid the 

significant cross talk. Photonics require the routing of silicon or polymer waveguides and 

the integration of optical components on-chip. These are generally not compatible with 

the current multi-processor CMOS processes. If photonic links replace wired 

interconnects, they must be time energy, and cost efficient. Another big challenge in 

photonics lies in the conversion efficiency of the optical transmitters and receivers.  Fig. 

1-6 compares the power consumption for an optical interconnect using polymer and 

silicon core waveguides vs. a wire electrical interconnect of the same length [8]. This 

figure clearly demonstrates that photonic interconnects do not have the superior energy 

performance over the electrically wired interconnects before the chip edge length. The 

chip edge length is falls between 15 mm to 20 mm. In other words, the electrical wire 

interconnect has the superior energy performance in the short communication link which 

indicates less than 10 mm. 

Compared with the optical interconnects, millimeter wireless links offer a lot of promise. 

The antennas are small and there is a great potential for integrating multiple antennas on 

a multi-processor or a multi-chip module. The air link above the processor chips is nearly  
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Fig. 1-6 Wired interconnect V.S. Optical interconnect [8] 

 

lossless. Besides that, the utilization of wireless interconnect does not require the return 

path routing or the ground plane placement inside the package. The instantaneous 

bandwidth of a mm-wave antenna with 20% bandwidth is considerable and good for high 

capacity inter-chip data rates. A router based architecture, as presented in Fig. 1-7 is 

proposed. Router based communication architectures are well-known in computer 

networking [9]. Fig. 1-7 shows a multi-core “cluster” where multiple processing chips are 

arranged around a router. The router could potentially be on one of the chips or on a 

separate IC. The router includes the simple and energy efficient switch, the mm-wave 

transceiver and the 60 GHz antenna utilized to transmit/receive the signals. With the 

proposed 20% effective operating bandwidth, a 60 GHz antenna is capable of 

transmitting or receiving the signal with 12 GHz bandwidth. This bandwidth will lead to 
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12 gigabit per second (Gbps) data transfer rate with a proper modulator/demodulator 

design inside the transceiver. In Fig. 1-7, the architecture utilizes the hybrid interconnect 

methods, both physically wired and wireless interconnects. Data transfers between the 

cores close to the router are implemented with physical wires. Signal transfers between 

routers (or core aggregates) are done via the free space transmission with the 60 GHz 

antennas. 

     

 

Fig. 1-7 Proposed router-based architecture with the wireless interconnect 
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1.4  Design Considerations on 60 GHz Antenna 

 

To implement the free space signal transmission in the proposed MCMC architectire, a 

60 GHz antenna serving as the signal radiator includes three major design requirements 

or considerations. The first design consideration is that the designed 60 GHz antenna 

should be chip-integrated or package-integrated with the silicon integrated circuits. The 

second design consideration is that the antenna should have at least 12 GHz effective 

bandwidth in order to achieve at least 12 Gbps data transfer between the antennas on the 

routers. The third design consideration is that the antenna should have a capability in 

transmitting the signal in the horizontal direction with a high radiation efficiency number. 

Horizontal radiation creates a suitable link between chip placements inside the multi-

processor module. The radiation efficiency symbolizes the loss performance and high 

radiation efficiency number indicates less path loss or energy-dissipation is contributed 

during the radiation. There are two factors contributing to the loss: one is the conductor 

loss inside a non-perfect conductor and the other is the dielectric loss inside a silicon 

substrate. The conductor loss is contributed by the non-perfect conductor and indicates 

that most of the current flowing in the conductor occurs in an extremely thin region near 

the surface of the conductor. This current penetration region is called the skin depth and 

could be calculated with the following equation [10]:                     

   √
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Equation (1.2) indicates that a higher frequency results in a smaller skin depth and a 

smaller skin depth indicates a higher conductor loss. The dielectric loss inside the silicon 

could be characterized with the effective loss tangent. According to the Maxwell’s 

equations, the relation between the curl of the magnetic field,  ⃑⃑ , and the complex 

dielectric permittivity,        , could be described with the Ampere’s Law:                          

   ⃑⃑      ⃑        ⃑ (         
  

 
)                                       

(1.3) includes the conduction current and    indicates the conductivity inside the silicon 

substrate. The loss tangent inside the dielectric medium can be defined with the following 

equation [11]: 

        
        

   
                                                         

The loss tangent is a factor of the dielectric loss and a high loss tangent value indicates 

more energy dissipated inside the dielectric material. Equation (1.4) demonstrates that the 

dielectric loss is not only due to the imaginary permittivity,      which arises from the 

dielectric polarization but also highly from the silicon’s conductivity,   . In current 

CMOS processor chip;    is typically high in order to ensure high electron or charge 

mobility due to the doping of impurity charges. The higher mobility indicates that a faster 

signal transfer can be achieved inside the silicon’s semiconductor. However, there is a 

critical tradeoff when    is increased. Higher value of    will contribute more dielectric 

loss to the radiated signal from the antenna. Therefore, one of the approaches to enhance  
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Fig. 1-8 Requirements on the proposed mmWave antenna design 

 

the radiation efficiency is to avoid the antenna’s radiated signals penetrating into the 

silicon substrate with the high    numbers. 

Fig. 1-8 summarizes the desired radiation behaviors for the 60 GHz antennas inside the 

router-based multi-chip multi-core architecture. There are three major points: 

1. The designed antenna should have at least 12 GHz bandwidth in order to achieve 

a higher data rate transfer inside the chip to chip communication. 

2. The radiation should not penetrate into silicon circuits in order not to degrade the 

radiation efficiency. 

3. The designed antenna should demonstrate a radiation capability in the azimuth 

plane or the horizontal direction. 
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1.5 Research Objective and Outline 

 

As massive amounts of computational resources are required by the future applications in 

the cloud-computing data clusters, weather forecasting predictors, air traffic control 

systems and medical image predictors, more and more processor chips should be 

integrated into these HPC systems in order to achieve a highly parallel computing 

capability. Maximum computational performance, such as the ideal load balancing and 

the low latency, can only be achieved with efficient data transfers between these 

processor chips. The advancement of the semiconductors’ fabrication process driven by 

Moore’s Law provides the size-reduction on the single processor chip and the possibility 

that more processor chips can be integrated in single small packaged modules. However, 

the slow progress on the traditional wired I/Os’ size reduction and placements prevents 

this anticipated achievement. The unequal advancement between the semiconductor’s and 

the physical wired I/O’s size provides the signal placements and routing difficulties on 

the wired interconnect inside the packaged module. Additionally, the physical 

connections will provide slower data transfers and require redundancy for broken data 

links. In order to solve these problems, the router-based architecture with the multiple 

processor chips is proposed in this dissertation. This router-based computing architecture 

is highly uses mmWave antennas which operate at 60 GHz as the newly-added I/Os and 

the wireless interconnect structures. This dissertation will focus on the development of 60 

GHz antennas utilized in the proposed multi-chip multi-core (MCMC) architecture. The 
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research objectives include the system performance evaluation, the analysis, the design, 

the fabrication and the measurement are presented in the following: 

 

1. Identifications of the system performance and the wireless link budget in 60 GHz 

antenna design in inter-chip communications 

 

There are different figures of merits in evaluating antennas’ performances in the wireless 

inter-chip communication. These evaluation standards include the radiation gain 

performance, the radiation efficiency number, the reflection coefficient and the associated 

bandwidth performance. Current state of the art on 60 GHz antenna design has claimed 

its own superior performance based on the specific metric. There were no system 

performance clarifications in those literatures. Therefore, the research objective in this 

section is to provide the system-performance based performance metrics and this 

evaluation method is highly related to the wireless link budget. All the analysis and the 

development on the 60 GHz antenna in later chapters will follow this newly-introduced 

parameter utilized to evaluate the antenna’s performance in system viewpoints.  

  

2. Development of 60 GHz Antenna as the high efficient wireless interconnect 

 

Developing and designing the single 60 GHz antenna which could be chip-integrated or 

package-integrated with CMOS transceivers. The new 60 GHz antenna is designed based 

on system performance or wireless link budget considerations. The research objective in 
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this section is to develop the single integrated 60 GHz antenna with the superior wireless 

link performance over the current state of the art. This implies the designed antenna has 

high radiation efficiency and minimum coupling with the CMOS silicon substrate. 

Additionally, the designed small antenna must have no adverse interaction with the on-

chip circuits with which it is integrated. The development in this section also includes the 

non-traditional antenna’s fabrication and the unique data transmission measurement 

methods between the radiated antennas. 

 

3. Development of high directivity 60 GHz multi-antenna system in inter-chip 

communications 

 

In this section, a 60 GHz multi-antenna system with high directivity utilized in the multi-

processor module is developed. The research objective for this multi-antenna system is to 

further enhance the system performance and to reduce the wireless link budget. Like a 

single 60 GHz antenna, the multi-antenna system is designed in the package (AiP) which 

could be placed directly on the top of CMOS transceivers. The development also includes 

the analysis of combined-radiation fields in the horizontal direction and the design 

concepts for the package and the feeding circuits. With proper design considerations, the 

research goal of this 60 GHz multi-antenna system is to demonstrate the improved 

horizontal transmission capability and the more efficient wireless link budget.  
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The remaining chapters are organized as the follows: 

In Chapter 2, different state of the art for 60 GHz antenna designs are discussed. These 

antenna designs contain the solutions for antennas on the chip (AoC) and antennas 

integrated inside the package (AiP).The most crucial thing is the evaluation method of 

antenna’s system performance which is called the wireless link budget is introduced in 

this chapter. 

The new 60 GHz antenna used as the new wireless interconnect and the step by step 

design procedure are developed in Chapter 3. The development includes the concept, 

analysis and the simulation. The goal of this section is to demonstrate newly designed 60 

GHz antennas with superior system performance over the referred state of the art in 

Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 4, the fabrication and the measurement methods are developed to verify and 

validate the antenna’s design concept in Chapter 3. 

A 60 GHz multi-antenna system is developed in Chapter 5. The development includes the 

combined-field analysis; the design of the package and the feeding circuits. The aim of 

this section is to present the further-improved horizontal data transmission capability 

leading to the more efficient wireless link compared with the single 60 GHz antenna 

design in Chapter 3. 

The conclusion and possible future work will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 STATE OF THE ART ON 60 GHz INTERCHIP 

ANTENNA 

 

In Chapter 1, a router-based parallel computing architecture with the implemented 60 

GHz antennas was proposed. The 60 GHz antenna on the routers serves as the radiator in 

the application of free space signal or I/O data transmission between multiple processors. 

These kinds of wireless interconnect structures are intended to replace the physical 

electric-connections used in the current long link transmission or the processor 

aggregations. The proposed 60 GHz antenna solution will not only be intended to support 

the wireless signal propagation with the sufficient data transmission bandwidth but also 

be intended to ease the physical wire density inside the future packaged module with the 

small form factor.        

60 GHz antenna designs have been employed in wireless personal area networks 

(WPAN) to achieve multi-Gbps data streaming successfully. The 60 GHz operating 

frequency provides the ample and surrounding license-free spectrum that could lead the 

data transfer rate to multi-Gbps. Fig. 2-1 demonstrates the WPAN application [12]. 60 

GHz antennas and already-developed CMOS transceiver technology are used to replace 

various cables and wires used in today’s home or office. These includes USB wires for 

the interconnect between the disk-storages/cameras/projectors to the desktops/laptops, 

HDMI cables to interconnect between the game console/TV-box to the monitor, and 

Ethernet cables to interconnect between the modem to the computer [13]. The radiation in  
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Fig. 2-1 Application on wireless personal area network (WPAN) [12]  

 

these applications is mainly focused in the outward radiation cases, whereas the radiation 

for multi-processor data transmission should be in the horizontal direction. Although the 

applications are different, studying or reviewing the referenced 60 GHz antenna designs 

used in WPAN is a good starting point to initiate the 60 GHz antenna design inside the 

multi-processor communication. Additionally, the 60 GHz CMOS transceivers designed 

for the WPAN application could be used in the chip to chip communication. This chapter 

will mainly focus on reviewing the 60 GHz antenna designs grouped in two different 

solutions. One solution is in regard to the antenna integrated on the chip or inside the 

silicon (AoC) and the other is in regard to the antenna integrated inside the packaged 

module (AiP) [14]. In addition to the review sections, a new performance metric used to 

evaluate the antenna’s system performance is introduced first. By evaluating these 
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numbers, the performance of referenced 60 GHz antennas can be presented 

systematically and the design goal of 60 GHz antenna used in the multi-processor 

communication can be demonstrated numerically. The new 60 GHz antenna in the later 

chapters will be designed based on these proposed numerical parameters. 

  

2.1 Antennas on Chip 

 

The antenna on chip (AoC) solution indicates an integration of the antenna and the front-

end circuits into the same silicon chip. The mainstream silicon technology is CMOS and 

a typical cross section of a CMOS integrated circuit is shown in Fig. 2-2. At the bottom, 

there is the silicon substrate in which the active or the MOSFET devices are fabricated. 

The typical thickness of the silicon substrate ranges from 500 µm to 800 µm. The silicon 

has a high dielectric constant (       ) and low resistivity (            ) in the 

standard fabrication process [14]. At the top of the silicon substrate, there is a thin 

insulator layer. The silicon dioxide (SiO2) is the typical insulator material with the 

moderate dielectric constant (      ). The thickness of this insulator ranges between 15 

µm and 20 µm. The metal layers are embedded inside the thin insulator layer. Either 

copper or aluminum is the material for the metal layer. The numbers of metal layer range 

between 6 and 8 typically. For the AoC solution, the metal for the top layer is usually 

used as the radiating structure and the metal for the bottom layer is considered as the 

ground conductor. In some AoC designs, a vertical via to connect between the radiating 
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structure and the ground conductor is included. The following will demonstrate different 

AoC solutions or the on-chip 60 GHz antenna designs. 

The design of a 60 GHz on-chip dipole antenna is shown in Fig. 2-3 [15]. The designed 

on-chip dipole is placed at the edge of the chip to obtain the optimized performance. The 

radiating structure is fabricated at Metal 6 layer which is at the top of silicon dioxide 

layer. In this design, the vertical via is used to electrically connect between the radiating 

structure and the Metal 1 layer which is placed at the bottom of silicon dioxide layer and 

serves as the source connecting. The designed on-chip dipole demonstrates at least 12 

GHz (55 GHz to 67 GHz) effective -10 dB S11 bandwidth. The maximum radiation gain,  

 

n+/p+ n+/p+ n+/p+ n+/p+

Silicon Substrate

Top Layer Metal

Bottom Layer MetalInsulator SiO2

N,P Wells for MOSFET

Metal 6
Metal 5

Metal 4
Metal 3

Metal 2

Metal 1

 

Fig. 2-2 A silicon integrated circuit with six layer metal in cross-sectional view 
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Dipole-Antenna on 
the edge of chip

 

Fig. 2-3 A design of on-chip dipole antenna [15] 

 

however, in this design only shows -8.5 dBi in the outward vertical direction.  

Fig. 2-4 demonstrates layout, cross-sectional and top view photographs for an on-chip 60 

GHz planar inverted F antenna (PIFA) design [16]. This PIFA structure is also fabricated 

at the top of the silicon dioxide layer. The antenna’s effective length,    , controls the 

antenna’s resonance. The relation between the resonant frequency and the dimension of 

PIFA is shown in the following equation: 

    
  

 ⁄                                                                                                                             
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where    denotes the PIFA’s resonant wavelength inside the dielectric medium. The 

designed on-chip PIFA demonstrates at least 12 GHz (55 GHz to 67 GHz) effective -10 

dB S11 bandwidth. The maximum radiation gain, however, in this design shows -19 dBi 

in the outward vertical direction. Another similar 60 GHz on-chip PIFA design is 

presented in Fig. 2-5 [17]. This PIFA utilizes the same design concept as [16], but has the 

antenna bended like a meander-line structure to achieve the small form factor. Therefore, 

this antenna design is called the meander-line type PIFA. This antenna also has the 

effective length,              which controls the antenna’s resonance. The 

following equation shows the relation between the resonant frequency and the effective 

length of the meander-line type PIFA: 

            
  

 ⁄                                                                                                    

The designed meander-line PIFA demonstrates 10 GHz effective -10 dB S11 bandwidth. 

The maximum radiation gain in this design is optimized at -15.7 dBi in the outward 

vertical direction. Fig. 2-6 indicates a 60 GHz on-chip Yagi antenna design. This on-chip 

antenna contains the radiation structure and the director which are both implemented at 

the top of the silicon dioxide layer. There is an additional reflector structure which is 

fabricated at the bottom of the silicon dioxide. Both reflector and director structures are 

utilized to enhance the antenna’s gain or directivity. This designed 60 GHz on-chip Yagi 

has the optimized -10.6 dBi radiation gain in the horizontal direction. A 10 GHz (55 GHz 

to 65 GHz) -10 dB S11 effective bandwidth is obtained in this on-chip Yagi antenna 

design. 
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Fig. 2-4 On-chip PIFA: (a) layout, (b) cross-section, (c) top view photograph [16] 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-5 On-chip meander-line PIFA: (a) layout, (b) cross-section view [17] 
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Fig. 2-6 The design of on-chip Yagi antenna with directors [18] 

 

Table 2-1 summarizes and compares the S11 effective bandwidth and radiation gain 

performances for above-mentioned on-chip antennas. It indicates that all previously-

designed on-chip 60 GHz antennas have low radiation gain, though they all demonstrate 

the wideband operations. The low radiation gain is mainly contributed from the dielectric 

loss inside the silicon. The property of low resistivity (            ) in the silicon 

can lead to the increased loss tangent, as mentioned in previously (1.4) and thus greatly 

reduces the radiation efficiency. Calculated from (1.4), the silicon’s loss tangent can be 

around 0.25 at 60 GHz if the silicon’s dielectric constant (       ) is given. The loss 

tangent level 0.25 is 10 to 100 times larger than typical dielectric materials whose loss 
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tangent level ranges from 0.05 to 0.001. As a result, over 90% of the radiated energy or 

power from these in-silicon antennas is dissipated inside the silicon substrate. These non-

efficient numbers indicate that the on-chip 60 GHz antenna design or the AoC solution 

would not be the appropriate fit in serving as the interchip antenna or the wireless 

interconnect for the multi-chip communication inside the multi-processor packaged 

module.  

 

Table 2.1 Performance comparisons on designed on-chip antennas (AoC) 

Reference Antenna Type Frequency 

Maximum 

Radiation 

Gain 

-10 dB S11 

Bandwidth 

[15] 
On-Chip 

Dipole 
60 GHz -8.5 dBi 12 GHz 

[16] 
On-Chip   

PIFA 
60 GHz -19 dBi 12 GHz 

[17] 
On-Chip 

Meander PIFA  
60 GHz -15.7 dBi 10 GHz 

[18]  
On-Chip Yagi 

with directors 
60 GHz -10.6 dBi 10 GHz 
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2.2 Antennas in Package 

 

In the last section, the developments of 60 GHz antennas integrated inside the silicon 

chips, AoC solution, have presented the very low radiation gain numbers. These low 

radiation gain numbers of designed on-chip antennas are due to the radiated wave 

penetrating into the silicon substrate with the high conductivity. In order to increase the 

efficiency number and to achieve the increased radiation gain, the design of 60 GHz 

antenna should be considered to be placed outside the lossy silicon substrates (tanδ = 0.25 

at 60 GHz). This consideration results in a 60 GHz antenna that is designed within the 

package and is isolated from the silicon chips. This design technique is also called the 

antenna in package or AiP solution. The following will present several already-developed 

AiP solutions and current state of the art for 60 GHz antenna package designs. 

The design of packages with integrated 60 GHz aperture-coupled patch has already been 

developed in [19]. Fig. 2-7 presents a cross-sectional sketch of this developed AiP 

solution. This packaged antenna is designed for the application in WPAN. The antenna is 

designed to be embedded inside the package and separated from the silicon chip. The 

designed package is like a superstrate and the electrical connection from the chip to the 

superstrate is implemented with the flip-chip technique. The designed antenna acts as a 

patch antenna and the feeding design includes the slot and embedded microstrip line. An 

air cavity is used to enhance the patch antenna’s -10 dB S11 bandwidth and the designed 

patch demonstrates the wide bandwidth that ranges from 55 GHz to 65 GHz. The 

maximum radiation gain is 7 dBi in the vertical direction which is intended to the  
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Fig. 2-7 60 GHz aperture-coupled patch in cross section view [19] 

 

outward WPAN application. The radiation gain in the horizontal direction, however, is 

around -8 dBi. Therefore, this AiP design is not the appropriate choice for the horizontal 

communication inside the multi-chip multi-core system. Additionally, the air-cavity 

design is required to increase the patch antenna’s operating bandwidth and this air-cavity 

will result in a complicated package design, fabrication and increased form factor.    

Fig. 2-8 demonstrates another AiP solution, a bondwire antenna for operation near 60 

GHz [20]. This antenna system is implemented as the wireless link on a printed circuit 

board (PCB) in which multiple signals could be broadcast within the multi-chip 

environment inside the vehicle system. The antenna is carried out with the gold type  
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PCB Bond Pad

Chip Bond Pad

Radiation Direction

Fig. 2-8 A configuration of 60 GHz bondwire antennas [20] 

 

bondwire and is connected from the chip bond pad to the PCB bond pad. This AiP 

solution is intended for the horizontal radiation and demonstrates the increased radiation 

gain. The radiation gain can be improved from averaged -10 dBi for AoC solutions, as 

presented in Table 2.1, to -3 dBi for this bondwire solution. The S11 bandwidth, however, 

only demonstrates 3 GHz ranging from 58 GHz to 61 GHz. This operating bandwidth is 

not sufficient to our wireless data transmission with the high bandwidth though the 

horizontal radiation could be implemented in this design.  

The design and configuration of a Yagi-Uda type AiP solution for highly integrated 60 

GHz radios is demonstrated in Fig. 2-9 [21]. This antenna design is intended for the 

WPAN application and the radiation is focused in the horizontal direction. The package 

design is realized with the low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) technology. A cavity 

which the silicon chip is embedded in is required for this package design. The bondwire 

is utilized to have the electrical connection between the chip’s I/O and the antenna. The 

antenna design includes one Yagi-Uda and four additional directors in order to enhance 
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the radiation gain performance. This AiP configuration demonstrates the maximum gain 

around 6 dBi at 62 GHz due to four additional directors. The S11 bandwidth, however, 

only demonstrates 2 GHz ranging from 61 GHz to 63 GHz. This operating bandwidth is 

not sufficient to our wireless data transmission with the high bandwidth though the 

horizontal radiation could be implemented in this design. Additionally, the requirement 

of the cavity design and the antenna’s director complicate the package implementation 

and hence increase the total form factor.  

 

 

Cavity for Silicon Chip

YagiDirectors

 

Fig. 2-9 A design of 60 GHz Yagi antenna and associated package [21] 
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Table 2.2 summarizes and compares the S11 effective bandwidth and radiation gain 

performance for the above-mentioned AiP solutions. It indicates that the previously-

designed 60 GHz antennas embedded in the package have improved radiation gain 

numbers compared with AoC solutions. The high radiation gain is mainly contributed 

from the chip-package isolation that avoids the antenna’s radiated signal penetrating into 

the lossy silicon substrates. The S11 bandwidth, however, shown in [20] and [21], is not 

sufficient for the high bandwidth data transfer inside the multi-chip multi-core package. 

The design in [19] is intended for the vertical radiation though sufficient operating 

bandwidth is demonstrated.  
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Table 2.2 Performance comparisons on AiP solutions 

Reference Antenna Type Frequency 

Maximum 

Horizontal 

Gain 

-10 dB S11 

Bandwidth 
Comments 

[19] 
Aperture-

Coupled Patch 
60 GHz -8 dBi 10 GHz 

Maximum 

gain at 

vertical 

direction  

(8 dBi)  

[20] 
Bondwire 

Antenna 
60 GHz -3 dBi 3 GHz 

Narrow 

bandwidth 

[21] 
Yagi Antenna 

with directors  
60 GHz +6 dBi 2 GHz 

Large 

packaged 

area and 

complicated 

cavity 

design 

 

 

2.3 Wireless Link Performance 

 

Different designs on 60 GHz antennas in both AoC and AiP solutions were presented in 

the last two sections and the performances including S11 bandwidth and radiation gain 

numbers are compared in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. In this section, new performance 

metrics will be introduced in order to evaluate the antenna’s performance from system 

viewpoints. The system points of view are related to the wireless link between the 

wireless transmitter (TX) and the wireless receiver (RX), as sketched in Fig. 2-10. Inside  
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Fig. 2-10 Wireless interconnect with a transmitter and a receiver 

 

TX and RX, both components should contain transmitting and receiving amplifiers in 

order to recover the free space loss during the wireless signal transmission. The free 

space loss could be characterized with the following equation [22]: 

     (
 

   
)
 

                                                                      

Equation (2.3) indicates that the free space loss is related to the transmission distance, d 

and then has the proportional relation to the antenna’s operating wavelength, λ. The ratio 

between the power received at RX and power transmitted at TX can be described with the 

Friis Transmission Equation that contains the component of free space loss [22]: 

  
  

    |   | 
     |   | 

  (
 

   
)
 

                                          

Equation (2.4) can be divided to three different components – reflected power terms, the 

free space loss term and gain terms. Both |   | 
  and |   | 

  denote the reflected power 

numbers for TX and RX antennas.    and    symbolize the TX and RX antenna radiation 

gain numbers respectively. Equation (2.4) can be simplified into (2.5) in the application 

TX RX
Wireless 

Interconnect
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of data transmissions in multi-chip multi-processor environment because the identical 

antennas are utilized in TX and RX sites. 

  
  

    |   |
   (

 

   
)
 

                                                

Equation (2.5) is the power ratio parameter and can also imply how much power should 

be recovered by the TX/RX amplifiers during the free space signal transmission. 

Equation (2.5) can be converted to the dB level and the new antenna’s performance 

parameter, PRE number, is developed in (2.6).  

          (   |   |
   (

 

   
)
 

  )                               

PRE denotes the power loss required to be recovered and amplified inside the TX/RX 

circuits during the free space signal transmission. PRE is one of the performance metrics 

for the wireless interconnect performance. The lower the PRE numbers, the lower the 

power consumption required by the amplifiers inside TX/RX circuits that requires large 

amounts of DC current drain to amplify or recover the signal. Fig. 2-11 plots the PRE-d 

relation for the above-mentioned AoC and AiP solutions based on the specified numbers 

in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. The transmission distance ranges from 1 cm to 3 cm. The 

figures indicate that the numbers of PRE in AoC designs are higher than the ones in AiP 

solutions. In other words, the circuits in TX and RX, especially the amplifiers inside, 

demand more power in order to recover more free space loss as AoC solutions are 

implemented. The PRE difference between AoC and AiP designs is contributed from 
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different antenna gain numbers that also imply different radiation efficiency. Based on 

the numbers mentioned in previous sections, the AoC designs have an overall low 

radiation gain due to the radiation loss in silicon substrates. Therefore, a higher PRE 

parameter could be obtained once the AoC design is implemented in the wireless 

interconnect. 

PRE indicates a performance metric and Fig. 2-11 only plots the results on the operating 

frequency which is 60 GHz or 5 mm operating wavelength. Another performance metric 

for the wireless link, (2.7) is firstly introduced here: 

       

      (   |   |
   (

 
   

)
 

  )

  
      ⁄                           

This performance metric includes PRE and the antenna’s operating bandwidth, BW. It 

symbolizes the power loss required to be recovered by the circuits in TX and RX at the 

expense of the bandwidth. The lower the parameter, the less PRE with a higher bandwidth 

operation is achieved in the antenna design. This parameter is defined as a “wireless link 

budget” for antennas utilized in the wireless interconnect. Fig. 2-12 plots the budget-d 

relation for the above-mentioned AoC and AiP solutions based on the specified numbers 

in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. The distance ranges from 1 cm to 3 cm. The result indicates 

that some antennas implemented in AoC solution present lower link budget numbers than 

the ones implemented in AiP design. The reason is that some AiP solutions demonstrate 

lower antenna operating bandwidth; higher operating bandwidth is achieved in some 

AOC solutions. The results in Fig. 2-12 show that not only the antenna’s gain number or  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Fig. 2-11 PRE-d relation for (a) AoC and (b) AiP solutions 
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radiation efficiency but also the operating bandwidth is a critical factor when the 

interchip antenna performance is evaluated in the wireless interconnect.  

To sum up, this section introduces two new system performance metrics for the antenna 

used in the multi-chip multi-processor data transmission. The first parameter is called the 

PRE number and PRE is focused on antenna’s operating frequency which is 60 GHz in this 

work. The second parameter which is called the “wireless link budget” is a complete 

evaluation judging standard that contains PRE, operating frequency and antenna operating 

bandwidth. This budget number is used to define the design goals in the following 

Chapter 3, 4 and 5. Fig. 2-13 presents a design goal for the new 60 GHz antenna 

developed in Chapter 3 and points out that the link budget should be lower than the ones 

developed by recent state of the art.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Fig. 2-12 Link budget-d relation for (a) AoC and (b) AiP solutions 
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Fig. 2-13 Design goal on 60 GHz antenna in wireless data transmission 
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CHAPTER 3 SINGLE 60 GHz INTERCHIP ANTENNA DESIGN 

 

In Chapter 2, a review of the state of the art on 60 GHz antenna designs was introduced. 

Those designed 60 GHz antennas which were mainly employed in the application of 

wireless personal area network (WPAN) demonstrated either narrow-bandwidth 

operations for antenna in package (AiP) solutions or limited radiation efficiency numbers 

for antenna on silicon chip (AoC) solutions. A new design of 60 GHz antenna in this 

work is anticipated to have superior performance compared with previous 60 GHz 

antenna designs in two areas: a new designed 60 GHz antenna should have a transmission 

capability with the wideband operating bandwidth and a high radiation efficiency number 

between I/Os on processor chips inside the multi-core multi-chip (MCMC) packaged 

module, as presented in Fig. 1-7. Additionally, Fig. 2-13 defines the anticipated design 

goal area on the wireless link budget number and also indicates that a new 60 GHz 

antenna design should achieve a low PRE parameter associated with the high operating 

bandwidth. To meet this goal, the designed antenna should achieve least a 20% -10dB 

reflection coefficient (S11) effective bandwidth and the high efficient radiation in the 

horizontal direction. 20% S11 effective bandwidth symbolizes that 12 GHz operating 

bandwidth should be achieved in a new 60 GHz antenna design. 

This chapter will be focused on a new single 60 GHz antenna design and be divided into 

three sections. The first section will discuss the antenna package configuration using an 

artificial magnetic conductor (AMC). Antenna design considerations, procedures and 

simulation performance are presented in the second section. The final section will review 
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PRE, wireless link budget numbers and indicates that the anticipated design goal presented 

in Fig. 2-13 is achieved with a newly designed 60 GHz antenna. 

 

3.1  Antenna Configuration 

 

Fig. 3-1 shows both cross-sectional and top views of the proposed 60 GHz antenna 

configuration. The antenna is printed on a thin superstrate that is placed above the silicon 

circuitry directly. The thickness of the superstrate is 0.38 mm which is less than 0.1λ 

where λ denotes the free space wavelength at 60 GHz. A vertical feed structure is used to 

excite the antenna. The combination of printed and vertical structures will act as the 

folded-monopole antenna. The electrical interconnection between the silicon circuits and 

the superstrate may be realized with the C4 bumps [23]-[25]. In this work, a vertical feed 

coaxial cable is placed at the location labeled “Bump” in Fig. 3-1 (a). In Fig. 3-1 (a), the 

cross-section view of configuration shows a solid printed ground plane between the 

antenna and the silicon substrate. With this integration, the ground-shielded conductor 

prevents energy coupling into the silicon substrate and therefore enhances the radiation 

efficiency. Placing the ground-shielded conductor so closely below the antenna; however, 

can effectively short out the antenna which will reduce the impedance matching or the 

operating bandwidth [22]. A simple patch antenna was briefly considered, yet such 

antennas typically only provide up to 5% effective matching bandwidth which is less than 

3 GHz for the 60 GHz operation. Placing the perfect magnetic ground conductor (PMC) 

would be the solution.  Fig. 3-2 compares the images created from of a horizontal electric  
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Fig. 3-1 Antenna configuration. (a) Cross-Sectioned view, (b) Top View 
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Fig. 3-2 Images created from small dipole over a (a) PEC or (b) PMC ground planes 

 

dipole antenna over a perfect electric conductor (PEC) and PMC. Fig. 3-2 (a) shows that 

if the antenna is placed very close to an electric ground plane, then the image set up 
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within the ground cancels the radiation currents on the antenna. Fig. 3-2 (b), however, 

shows that if the antenna is placed very close to a magnetic ground plane, then the image 

does not cancel the radiation currents on the antenna. Fig. 3-2 also shows the phase of the 

reflection coefficient for a PEC and PMC ground plane. For a PEC, θr = 180°, and for a 

PMC, θr = 0° 

In order to place the folded monopole antenna very close to the shielded-ground and to 

achieve a good match with a 50 ohm feed line, a periodic “engineered” layer is placed 

between the radiating element and the ground plane. The combination of the patterned 

layer and solid ground plane creates an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) that 

achieves a    reflection phase right above the patterned layer. The result is a proper 

surface impedance for antenna matching and radiation. Similar work has been done [26]-

[29], but these prior results use a mushroom-type structure, as demonstrated in Fig. 3-3 

(a). The mushroom-type AMC is also an electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) design since 

each square patch is connected by a via to the lower ground plane. This creates a 

horizontal parallel resonance that prevents surface wave propagation and thus a bandgap 

structure. The horizontal parallel resonance in the mushroom EBG is contributed from 

the combination of the ground (surface) conductor that contributes the equivalent 

capacitance and the vertical conductor that contributes the equivalent inductance. The 

drawbacks of the mushroom-type AMC structure are (1) more complicated mechanical 

structure due to the additional placements of vertical vias, and (2) the existence of an 

electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) response in the desired frequency range of interest. In 

the new 60 GHz antenna design, the vertical vias are not utilized which results in a 
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simpler fabrication process and a structure that is more immune to breakage, as presented 

in Fig. 3-3 (b). The presence of EBG phenomena is a problem because this blocks 

horizontal dielectric wave propagation over the bandgap frequencies. Other applications 

where the EBG is useful include applications that require isolation of substrate noise 

coupling between closely spaced circuits [30 . The AMC configuration without vias is 

capable of generating a 0  reflection phase  31] for antenna matching and sustaining 

dielectric wave propagation since no EBG behavior is created. Fig. 3-3 (b) also presents 

that the horizontal parallel resonant behavior in the bandgap frequency range does not 

exist due to the elimination of vertical vias which generates the equivalent inductance 

values. Only equivalent capacitance exists in this designed periodically-patched AMC 

layer. 

  

L

C C

 

(a)                                                               (b) 

Fig. 3-3 Different AMC designs. (a) Mushroom type, (b) Periodical Patch 
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3.2  Design Procedure – AMC Design 

 

The AMC and associated antenna are designed on Rogers 3003 laminates with electrical 

properties εr = 3.1 and tanδ = 0.002  32]. Rogers 3003 materials are ceramic-filled PTFE 

composites and demonstrate a thermal expansion-coefficient that is matched with copper. 

The dielectric thicknesses, h1 and h2 as shown in Fig. 3-1 (a), are 0.13 mm and 0.25 mm 

respectively. The first step in the design procedure is to determine the size of the periodic 

patches on the AMC layer. The dielectric wave propagation behavior can also be 

evaluated once the size of designed AMC is determined. After the design of AMC layer 

is complete, the antenna is designed based on an AMC that provides a   reflection phase.    

The AMC layer is realized with periodic square patches, as shown in Fig. 3-1 (b). The 

width of the patch, w, the gap between the patches, g, and the substrate height, h2, 

determine the reflection phase given plane wave propagation toward the AMC layer. The 

parameters w and g influence the capacitive behavior while h2 primarily influences the 

inductive characteristics of the surface impedance. The reflection phase with the surface 

impedance is characterized using a waveguide simulator method in the finite element 

analysis tool, HFSS [33]. The simulation setup in HFSS is presented in Fig. 3-4. The 

waveguide simulator assumes a plane wave propagating at normal incidence in a unit cell 

with perfect electric and perfect magnetic boundary conditions as shown in [34]. The 

phase of the reflection coefficient is given by θr. An AMC is created when θr is 0 . The 

design goal of AMC layer is to convert the original electrically-short surface (       ) 

to the electrically-open surface (     ) along the vertical points of view. A   reflection 
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Fig. 3-4 Waveguide simulator setup to predict values of reflection phase 

 

phase is created by adjusting the capacitive and inductive components of the surface 

impedance.  Fig. 3-5 presents some of the results of a parametric study on the reflection 

phase as w varies from 0.53 mm to 0.63 mm. In this work, g and h2 are fixed at 0.12 mm 

and 0.25 mm, respectively. The value of h2 is fixed because the manufacturer produces 

PCBs with fixed thicknesses, and g is just about at the limit of the smallest line spacing of 

our PCB fabrication vendor. For this case, Fig. 3-5 shows that    reflection phase occurs 

at 60 GHz when w is set at 0.58 mm.   
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Fig. 3-5 Reflection phase of periodic-patch AMC layered ground plane 

 

3.3  Design Procedure – Dielectric Wave Propagation 

 

The capability of sustaining dielectric wave propagation inside the AMC layer should be 

evaluated once the dimensions of the AMC structure are determined. The dielectric wave 

propagation inside the AMC is the behavior of horizontal wave propagation. The 

existence of dielectric wave propagation is evaluated through the following characteristic 

equation in which the wavenumbers in three different dimensions are included [35]: 
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In (3.1),   ,    and    denote the wavenumbers in the horizontal x, y and the vertical z 

direction.    and    symbolize the intrinsic wavenumbers inside the dielectric medium 

and free space, respectively. Equation (3.1) could be simplified to equation (3.2) when 

the symmetric condition is assumed along the y direction during the analysis: 

   
    

    
           

 
    

    
                                               

The electromagnetic fields inside the dielectric should have the following relations with 

the wavenumbers: 

                                                                            

The wave inside the dielectric medium is assumed to propagate along with the TM0 

fundamental mode in the x direction and have the standing wave property in the z 

direction. Both    and    should be real valued indicating no attenuation in both x and z 

directions. This leads to the following wavenumber criterion for   : 

                                                                             

If the criterion (3.4) is met, it will indicate that there is the horizontal dielectric wave 

propagation inside the medium.  To validate the criterion in the designed periodically-

patched AMC, the eigenmode calculation in HFSS was utilized. Fig. 3-6 (a) and (b) 

present the simulation setups for eigenmode calculations in dielectric slab waveguide 

with and without the designed AMC layers. The simulation is aimed to calculate the 

relation between the wavenumber and the frequency. Once each single frequency has its 
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corresponding wavenumber, it will indicate that the horizontal wave is propagating at 

each single frequency. The simulation setups shown in Fig. 3-6 contain the unit cell 

boundary and symbolize that eigenmode calculations with this setup are only valid within 

the Brillouin Zone. The Brillouin Zone means that the calculated wavenumber should lie 

in the following relation: 

 
 

 
        

 

 
                                                            

a in above equation indicates the one unit distance which is 0.7 mm (0.58mm+0.12mm). 

Fig. 3-7 presents the calculated dispersion diagrams for the dielectric slab waveguide 

with and without the AMC layer. The results show that each frequency ranging from 0 to 

100 GHz has its corresponding wavenumber along the x direction without any cut-off 

frequency. The simulated results verify the previous assumption – the dielectric wave is 

propagating along with the fundamental TM0 mode. Additionally, the results indicate that 

(3.4) is met for both cases and show that the AMC layer does not exhibit a bandgap 

where the parallel resonance, as shown in Fig. 3-3 (a), appears in the frequency range of 

interest. It also symbolizes that the case with the AMC layer is only slightly more 

dispersive than the case with only a dielectric. 
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(b) 

Fig. 3-6 Eigenmode calculation setups for dielectric slab waveguide (a) with AMC layer, 

(b) without AMC layer 
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Fig. 3-7 Dispersion diagram of periodic-patch AMC layered ground plane 

 

3.4  Design Procedure – Bandwidth Enhancement 

 

After the dimensions of the AMC are determined and the properties of dielectric wave 

propagation are evaluated, the next step in the design involves designing the radiating 

element. The antenna on the AMC layer was designed based on concepts from PIFA but 

has one major difference. The difference is in regard to the resonant behavior. The PIFA, 

as shown in Fig. 3-8 (a), with the grounded-shorting pin behaves like a λ/4 short 

resonator [36]. The relation between the resonant frequency and the dimension of PIFA is 

shown in the following equation: 
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(a)                                                               (b) 

Fig. 3-8 Antenna design. (a) PIFA on the ground, (b) Antenna on AMC layer 

 

              
  

 
                                                                 

In (3.6), λd denotes the PIFA’s resonant wavelength inside the dielectric medium. 

Alternatively, the antenna on AMC, as shown in Fig. 3-8 (b) is acting like the λ/2 open 

resonator since the grounded-shorting pin is removed. The combination of top-layer 

printed conductor and vertical feeding structure acts like the λ/2 open resonator. The 

resonant frequency is determined by the parameters of ant_w, ant_l and the superstrate 

height (h1+h2). The relation between dimensions and the resonant wavelength is: 

      
     

 
       

  

 
                                                

Fig. 3-9 shows the parametric results on ant_l under the fixed ant_w (0.9 mm) and the 

fixed height, h1+h2 (0.38 mm). It indicates that the resonant and the impedance matching 

points are located at different frequency regions in the designed AMC antenna. The  
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Fig. 3-9 Antenna impedances with AMC with different antenna lengths 

 

impedance matching region in the designed antenna is intentionally set at the frequency 

region where the AMC layer generates   reflection phase. This impedance matching 

region is called the “tail region” because it appears after the first resonance where the 

resistance and reactance are fairly constant with frequency. The resistance in this region 

can be flattened with the use of the AMC layer whereas the slope of the resistance in the 

resonance region varies too quickly. The dimensions of the radiating element, ant_l and 

ant_w are set at 1.1 mm and 0.9 mm respectively. The resistance is 55 Ω and the 

reactance is about 0 Ω at the desired 60 GHz. The following will have the performance 

comparisons for the designed folded-monopole antenna with and without inserted AMC 

layers. Both antennas, as shown in Fig. 3-10, are implemented within the same dielectric 

materials and have the same substrate height which is less than 0.1 λ. Fig. 3-11 (a) and (b)  
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(a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 3-10 Folded-Monopole design (a) without AMC layer, (b) with AMC layer 

 

compare the antenna and the reflection coefficient with and without the AMC layer. The 

comparison indicates that the antenna without AMC layers has only a -5 dB reflection 

coefficient. The impedance for this case is more difficult to match to a purely real 50 ohm 

feed line over a wide frequency range.  The antenna with AMC layer is well-matched 

from 54 GHz to at least 70 GHz. E-field distributions at 60GHz, shown in Fig. 3-11, were 

also evaluated. The E-field without the AMC layer, shown in Fig. 3-12 (a), shows the 

field concentrated above the radiating element. This figure shows a large fraction of 

energy stored inside the radiation resonator which leads to a high Q value.  Fig. 3-12 (b), 

presents a much smaller fraction of the E-field field is distributed in the vertical direction 

when AMC layers are inserted and shows a dielectric propagating wave that is excited by 

the antenna structure. It infers that the less energy is stored inside the radiation resonator 

and hence a lower Q and wider S11 bandwidth.    
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3-11 Performance comparison. (a) Impedance, (b) Reflection coefficient 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3-12 E-Field distribution at 60 GHz. (a) Without AMC layer, (b) With AMC layer  
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3.5  Design Procedure – Efficient Horizontal Communication 

 

Fig. 3-13 demonstrates radiation patterns in the horizontal direction (xy plane) at 60 GHz 

for the cases with and without an AMC layer.  The performance indicates the designed 

AMC antenna is capable of radiating towards the horizontal direction. It also 

demonstrates that the radiation with AMC layers becomes more directive along positive x 

(    ; 1 dBi gain enhanced) and y directions (              ; 6 dBi gain 

enhanced) than the case without AMC layer. Fig. 3-14 shows the horizontal radiation 

pattern for both vertical and horizontal polarizations. It turns out that the radiation is 

contributed by different polarizations in different   angles.  
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Fig. 3-13 Horizontal radiation patterns at 60 GHz with and without AMC layer 
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Fig. 3-14 Horizontal radiation patterns of designed AMC antenna in different 

polarizations 

 

The radiation efficiency of AMC antenna on a silicon substrate was also evaluated. The 

silicon substrate thickness and conductivity is set to 700 µm and 10 S/m respectively. 

Two different approaches are used to evaluate the radiation efficiency. The first 

approach, as shown in Fig. 3-15 (a), is to calculate the ratio between the power absorbed 

by the radiation boundary and the power excited at the source. This ratio could be 

described in (3.8) and denotes the radiation efficiency. 

  
          

       
                                                               

According to the calculation in HFSS, the designed AMC antenna demonstrated 95% of  
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(a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 3-15 Approaches to compute designed antenna radiation efficiency. (a) Power ratio 

approach, (b) Wheeler-cap approach 

 

the power excited at the source is absorbed by the radiation boundary. The second 

approach, as presented in Fig. 3-15 (b), is to utilize a virtual Wheeler-cap method. A 

useful discussion of Wheeler-cap approach and its benefits was given in [37]-[38]. The 

radiation efficiency in the Wheeler-cap method was computed with the following input 

resistance ratio: 

  
      

   
                                                                

In (3.9), RFS symbolizes the free space resistance that contains both radiation resistance 

and loss resistance contributed by conductor and dielectric loss. According to the results 

shown previously in Fig. 3-11 (a), RFS of designed AMC antenna was 55.8. RD 

symbolizes the loss resistance and can be determined by the input resistance of antenna 

with the Wheeler cap. In the computation, the Wheeler-cap was implemented with the 
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PEC boundary placed over the designed radiation element. The distance between the 

substrate and the PEC boundary was set at 1.25mm, λ60GHz/4, to avoid the cavity 

resonance. The computation showed 94% radiation efficiency was achieved (RFS = 55.8 

Ω and RD = 3.1 Ω). To sum up, above 90% radiation efficiency was achieved in both 

approaches. The E-field plot in Fig. 3-12 (b) shows the E-field distribution in the 

elevation yz plane and shows that the field is primarily distributed above the solid ground 

conductor. This topology prevents field penetration to the bottom silicon leading to the 

radiating energy dissipation. 

 

3.6  Wireless Link Performance  

 

Table 3.1 compares the performance of the antenna in this work and the antennas 

designed for 60 GHz chip to chip communications in recent work published by others.  

The work in [18] is Yagi type CMOS-integrated antennas that demonstrate low horizontal 

gain and low efficiency numbers since a large amount of the radiation energy goes into 

the silicon substrate. The off-chip aperture-coupled patch antenna designed in [19] 

demonstrates high radiation efficiency number. The radiation direction, however, 

emphasizes the vertical direction and the horizontal radiation gain in that work achieves 

only -8 dBi. The off-chip bond wire antenna designed in [20] shows the improved 

efficiency but narrow bandwidth. The off-chip Yagi antenna in [21] demonstrates 

improved horizontal gain numbers because four additional director elements are placed 

along with the antenna. The S11 or antenna operating bandwidth; however, demonstrates 
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only 2 GHz. The package in this case requires a cavity design and occupies a large 

amount of area. The design presented in this work is to place the antenna and AMC 

directly on the top of the silicon circuits. This work demonstrates the wider S11 or antenna 

operating bandwidth, ranging from 54 GHz to the least 67 GHz. This wideband 

bandwidth is sufficient to be application for the high speed signal transmission in the 

multi-chip communication that demands multi-Gbps data transmissions. 

Table 3.1 has listed performance comparisons which includes the S11 operating bandwidth 

and the radiation gain numbers between the designed 60 GHz AMC antenna and 

published state of the art. The system performance evaluation on the wireless 

interconnect should also be addressed. Fig. 3-16 (a) shows the comparison on the PRE - d 

relation. As mentioned in previous Chapter 2, d symbolizes the transmitting or 

communication distance and PRE stands for the power loss required to be recovered by 

TX/RX circuits at the single antenna’s operating frequency which is 60 GHz. Equation 

(2.6) is utilized to calculate this parameter. Each antenna performance number shown in 

Table 3.1 is inserted to the equation respectively. The calculated results indicate that the 

designed AMC antenna has the less PRE numbers compared with [19] and [20]. The 

design in [21] has more superior PRE performance than this work due to the increased 

horizontal radiation gain by four additional placed directors.   

PRE - d relation in Fig. 3-16 (a) shows the performance comparison only at the single 

operating frequency. To completely explain or evaluate the wireless link performance, 

(2.7) which stands for the wireless link budget in this work should be utilized. This 
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budget number contains the evaluation on the antenna’s operating bandwidth. Fig. 3-16 

(b) also calculates the results based on the numbers provided by Table 3.1. It turns out 

that the newly designed 60 GHz AMC antenna has the least wireless link budget number. 

Additionally, the results indicate that the design goal which is specified in Fig. 2-13 is 

met with the designed AMC antenna that not only demonstrates the reasonable horizontal 

radiation gain but also has the sufficient operating bandwidth in order to achieve the chip 

to chip communication with the high data rate transfer.   

 

Table 3.1 Antenna performance comparison 

Work Type 

Horizontal 

Radiation 

Gain 

-10dB S11 

Bandwidth 
Comments 

[18] 
CMOS 

Yagi 
-8 dBi 

55-65 

(GHz) 
Low efficiency 

[19] 
Off-chip 

patch 
-9 dBi 

55-65 

(GHz) 
Vertical radiation 

[20] 
Off-chip 

bondwire 
-3.2 dBi 

59-62 

(GHz) 
Narrow bandwidth 

[21] 
Off-chip 

Yagi 
+6 dBi 

61-63 

(GHz) 

Total occupied area 

12.5 × 8.6 mm
2
 

This Work 
Off-chip 

AMC 
-0.5 dBi 

54-67 

(GHz) 

Total occupied area 

3.3 × 3.3 mm
2
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3-16 Wireless link performance. (a) Power loss required to be recovered (b) Wireless 

link budget 
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3.7 Summary 

 

In summation, this chapter is focused on the design concept and the design procedure of a 

newly 60 GHz AMC type interchip antenna. The simulation results present over 16 GHz 

improved operating bandwidth and the capability of radiating the signal in the horizontal 

direction for the planar type chip to chip communication. The designed antenna also 

demonstrates superior PRE and wireless link budget numbers over the current state of the 

art for 60 GHz antenna designs. The detailed dimensions and the layout mask of 60 GHz 

antenna will be presented in Appendix A.  
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CHAPTER 4 FABRICATION PROCESS AND MEASUREMENTS ON 

SINGLE 60 GHz ANTENNA 

 

The fabrication process and associated measurements will be discussed in this Chapter 4. 

The goal of this chapter is to validate the simulations and performance for the new single 

60 GHz AMC antenna designed in Chapter 3. 

  

4.1 Fabrication 

 

The fabrication procedure of the designed 60 GHz antenna on the periodic patch AMC 

structure is discussed in this section. Three different printed layers (the antenna layer; 

AMC layer; ground layer) are fabricated into two thin Rogers’s 3003 laminates with an 

etching process. The first laminate contains the antenna on the top layer and the second 

laminate contains the patterned AMC and ground structures on the top and bottom layers, 

respectively. The etched structures of each layer are shown in Fig. 4-1. Besides the 

etched structures, each laminate has a through hole that was implemented with the 

mechanical drilled-hole process. The through holes are used to create the vertical 

connection to feed the designed radiating element. 

After the structures are etched, the boards are bonded to create a multi-layer laminate. 

The fabrication in this design does not utilize a pre-preg layer that is typically used to 

bond two separated laminates in the printed circuit board (PCB) fabrication process. A 

multi-layer laminate with a pre-preg layer is illustrated in Fig. 4-2 (a). The material inside  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4-1 Etched structures in each layer. (a) Antenna layer in the first laminate, (b) AMC 

layer in the second laminate, (c) Ground layer in the second laminate 
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(a)                                                                (b) 

Fig. 4-2 Multi-layer laminate fabricated with (a) Pre-preg layer, (b) Direct-bonding 

method 

 

the pre-preg layer usually has high loss tangent or dielectric loss. The direct bonding 

technique which is illustrated in Fig. 4-2 (b) rather than pre-preg layer method is used in 

the fabrication. A small amount of glue was put on edges of each laminate and the two 

separated laminates are directly bonded.  Making the vertical connection as the feeding 

structure of designed AMC antenna is the final fabrication step. In the design, the vertical 

feed is implemented with a semi- rigid cable that is connected to the 1.85 mm connector 

for the measurements. The inner conductor of the cable is treated as the vertical feed that 

penetrates through the drilled-hole in the laminates. The inner conductor is only attached 

to the antenna layer without the use of solder or epoxy that could generate parasitics and 

impact antenna performance. Copper tape is used to make the electrical connection 

between the outer conductor of the cable and the ground layer in order to ensure the 

completed reference or return current flow. Fig. 4-3 shows the completed composition of 

designed AMC antenna that includes glue-bonded laminates, semi-rigid cable and the 

1.85 mm connector.  
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Fig. 4-3 Completed composition of designed 60 GHz AMC antenna 

 

4.2 Measurement – S11 Bandwidth 

 

There are two types of measurements presented in this chapter: one is the antenna 

reflection coefficient (S11) to verify broadband operation, and the other one is an antenna 

transmission measurement (S21) to evaluate the point-to-point horizontal transmission 

capabilities. The main purpose of these measurements is to validate the simulated results. 

The reflection coefficient (S11) measurement of the designed AMC antenna is measured 

with the use of an Agilent E8361A network analyzer that is capable of operating from 10 

MHz to 67 GHz. The network analyzer is calibrated with the SOLT (Short Open Line 

Through) method. Fig. 4-4 (a) demonstrates the measured reflection coefficient (S11) of 

the fabricated 60 GHz AMC antenna and the comparison of measurement and simulation. 

The measured reflection coefficient is less than -10 dB from 54 GHz to 67 GHz. This 

wideband behavior also indicates that the AMC layer improves the bandwidth as the 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4-4 Reflection coefficients S11. (a) Measured and simulated S11 of the designed 

antenna, (b) Measured S11 of combined semi-rigid cable and 1.85 mm connector 

connected to Agilent’s standard matched-load 
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antenna layer is placed above the ground conductor by a short distance which is less than 

0.1 . There are; however, some differences between the measured and the simulated 

results. The measured S11 displays multiple resonances that are created from mismatches 

between an embedded transition between the semi-rigid cable and 1.85 mm connector 

[39]. The transition effects were not included in the previous design process and could 

not be eliminated during the calibration process. The work in [40] also shows a connector 

transition that leads to multiple resonances during the measurement of 60 GHz. To verify 

this as the primary cause of the resonances, a model with antenna and entire feed with the 

transition was simulated and a measurement of the connector/cable combination 

connected to a 50  load was made. The transition model is created in Advanced Design 

System (ADS) with the multiple series and parallel LC resonators [41]. The multiple 

resonances are created by these LC resonators. Fig. 4-4 (a) includes simulated multi-

resonant behavior when the transition model was included in the simulation process. Fig. 

4-4 (b) shows the results of the measured S11 when the semi-rigid cable combined with 

the 1.85 mm connector connecting to a matched-load (50 Ω). Multiple resonances can be 

observed.  

 

4.3 Measurement – Horizontal Transmission 

 

The transmission measurement of the final antenna design is performed in order to verify 

the horizontal radiation performance. These measurements validate the far-field 

capabilities in a manner that emulates the final system configuration and are done in  
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Fig. 4-5 Two port measurement approach to perform designed antenna’s horizontal 

transmission capability 

 

place of a standard far-field pattern measurement. Fig. 4-5 shows the two-port set up to 

perform the transmission measurement. Two identical AMC antennas that are 

implemented as TX/RX are placed and aligned horizontally with separation distance, d, 

which should be larger than the far field distance, dfar (d > dfar). The parameter, dfar, can 

be determined with the following relation from [22]: 
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According to (4.1), dfar would be 0.484 mm when 1.1 mm is given to ant_l. Therefore, d in 

Fig. 4-5 was set at 10 mm which falls in the far-field region. The measurements in   

  radiation direction and      radiation direction are performed. In both cases, the 

antennas should be placed in parallel in order to achieve the matched polarizations. Fig. 4-

6 shows the measured S21 (transmission coefficient) between two identical AMC antennas. 

The results indicate that approximately a -31 dB transmission coefficient is achieved in 

  radiation direction, as shown in Fig. 4-6 (a) and approximately a -36 dB transmission 

coefficient is achieved in    radiation direction, as shown in Fig. 4-6 (b). These 

transmission numbers, -31 dB and -36 dB are sufficient for multi-chip communication. 

These results shows an improvement over the circuit in [42] which uses a target of -50 dB 

transmission over a 10 mm distance and [20] which  considers -35 dB transmission over 

10 mm distance as sufficient. To further validate these results, the comparisons between 

calculations and measured performances are included in both cases. The Friis 

transmission equation is utilized to calculate the transmission coefficient with simulated 

numbers: 

  

  
    |   |

       (
 

   
)
 

                                           

G and S11 in (4.2) symbolize the simulated gain and reflection coefficient values, 

respectively. Since two identical antennas are used in the measurement, G and S11 have the 

same value in both TX and RX antennas. The computed results include calculated 

transmissions with cable effects. Both the cable and the connector transition contribute 0.5 

dB for a to total 1 dB insertion loss. There is a small difference between measurements  
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(b) 

Fig. 4-6 Transmission measurements of designed 60 GHz AMC antennas. (a) Head to 

head transmission (ϕ = 0 degree). (b) Side to side transmission (ϕ = 90 and 270 degrees) 
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and calculations with cable effects. The differences could be attributed to the slight 

misalignment of the antennas and the variation on the transmission distances during the 

measurements. Overall the newly fabricated 60 GHz AMC antenna demonstrates 

broadband operating bandwidth and the horizontal transmission capability based on the 

measurements in these sections. 

 

4.4 Summary 

 

In this chapter, the measurements of 60 GHz wideband AMC antenna in the application 

of multi-chip data transmissions are analyzed, discussed and compared with models as 

simulated. Two important properties are shown within the measured performances. First, 

the designed antenna utilizes a periodically-patched AMC structure associated with the 

ground-shielded conductor to enhance the antenna’s impedance matching bandwidth. 

According to the measured results from the network analyzer, the -10 dB reflection 

coefficient (S11) bandwidth could achieve at least 13 GHz.  In addition to the property of 

broadband bandwidth, the designed antenna with AMC layer demonstrates radiation in 

the horizontal radiation. The horizontal radiation capability is designed for the application 

of multi-chip data transmission.   
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CHAPTER 5 60 GHz MULTI-ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

5.1 Motivation 

 

In Chapters 3 and 4, the design principles, fabrication procedures and measurements of 

wideband 60 GHz AMC antenna in the application of multi-core multi-chip data 

transmissions are analyzed, discussed and evaluated. The previous chapters conclude that 

the newly designed 60 GHz antenna with the embedded artificial or engineering layer 

demonstrates around 13 GHz measured operating bandwidth (|   |       ) and 

sufficient horizontal transmission capability, -31 dB, as two identical antennas are utilized 

for the measurement and are separated within a distance of 10 mm. The – 31 dB level is 

related to the wireless link budget and denotes the power loss that is required to be 

recovered by either the transmitter or the receiver circuits in the wireless interconnect 

application. The transceiver circuits will need to make up combined 31 dB power-gain 

performance once the 60 GHz AMC type interchip antennas are used in the 10 mm data 

transmission. 

The main goal of this chapter is to introduce a scheme to further reduce the PRE level and 

the associated wireless link budgets for the wireless interconnect inside the multi-core 

multi-chip system. Equation (2.6) shows how increasing the antenna gain performance 

(  ) will further reduce the PRE level. Therefore, if the chip and package can 

accommodate a small antenna array, the system will provide the additional system gain or 

the less wireless link budget to further improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the  
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Fig. 5-1 Directive antenna implemented in multi-chip multi-core architecture 

 

communication link. The multi-chip multi-core architecture with directive two-element 

array implementations is illustrated in Fig. 5-1. This chapter presents a 60 GHz multi-

antenna system comprised of two-element array designs made from an AMC antenna 

introduced in previous chapters. The following sections will include the combined-field 

analysis, package solutions, feeding circuit designs and simulation results. The wireless 

link performances of the system will also be presented and compared with the results in 

the single 60 GHz AMC antenna design. 
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5.2 Material Selection 

 

The package laminate material selected to be designed in 60 the GHz two-element array 

system is different from the material used in the previous single 60 GHz AMC type 

interchip antenna design. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, Rogers 3003 is selected to be 

implemented as the antenna substrate. Rogers 3003 materials are ceramic-filled PTFE 

composites and PTFE substrates are typically called ‘Teflon’ type substrates. In previous 

chapters, the inner conductor of the co-axial cable rather than the copper plated through 

hole was selected to vertically feed the AMC antenna. To have the copper plated-through 

hole in the PTFE type substrate, the additional wet chemistry process should be 

performed before the plating process. This process would have to use sodium 

naphthalene (or some derivative) which will strip a fluorine atom in order to make the 

PTFE substrate wet and accept the copper plating [43]. 

In this chapter, Rogers 4003 will be selected to be implemented as the antenna substrate 

and the copper-plated through hole will be utilized to vertically feed the AMC antenna. 

Rogers 4003 is a hydrocarbon ceramic type laminate and the chemical wetting process is 

not required prior to the plating process for the creation of copper-plated through hole 

vias. Rogers 4003 has a dielectric constant (εr=3.55) and a low loss dielectric dissipation 

factor (tanδ=0.003) [44]. The dielectric constant and the dielectric dissipation factor are 

different from the numbers in Rogers 3003 laminates (εr=3.1 and tanδ=0.002). As a result, 

the dimensions of periodically-patched AMC and antenna structures designed in this 
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chapter are slightly different from the previous design due to the changes of electric 

properties.  

 

5.3 The System and Field-Analysis 

 

Fig. 5-2 shows the block diagram of a two-element array system for the planar type chip to 

chip communication. The desired system contains the combination of the signal divider 

and two identical antennas placed on top of the AMC ground structure. The signal divider 

could be implemented as a microwave power divider outside the transmitter and the 

receiver. The antenna system is intended to be designed at the top of the silicon circuits 

with a ground-shield conductor in order to prevent the radiated energy from penetrating 

into the silicon substrates. The placement of two antennas on the AMC layer is illustrated 

in Fig. 5-3. Two identical antennas are separated by a distance, d. Each single antenna is 

designed with the same concept and consideration as discussed in previous Chapter 3. The 

designed antenna is a folded-monopole and is implemented at the zero degree reflection 

phase (  ) around 60 GHz which the periodically-patched AMC structure creates to 

achieve the broadband S11 bandwidth. Vertical vias are used to feed the antennas and serve 

as parts of the radiation structures. In this section, a two-antenna array is used to enhance 

the horizontal radiation gain. The total radiated electric field combined by two identical 

antennas can be described with the following equation [22]: 
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Fig. 5-2 Block diagram of two-antenna array system 
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Fig. 5-3 Two element 60 GHz antenna array layout on designed AMC layer 
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    |     

 ⃑⃑⃑⃑ |

|     
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The expression in (5.1) indicates the combined electrical field by antenna 1 and antenna 2 

in the summation format. For each antenna, there are two components in (5.1). 

 ⃑               indicates the component of the electric field for the single antenna radiated 

from the reference point. In this mathematical derivation, the reference point is set at 

(           ) for the spherical coordinate system. The second term indicates that 

the radiated electric field has the relation with the terms, |     
 ⃑⃑  ⃑|, |     

 ⃑⃑  ⃑|, and  . |     
 ⃑⃑  ⃑|, 

and |     
 ⃑⃑  ⃑|, as illustrated in Fig. 5-4, denote the relative distances from source points  
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Fig. 5-4 Two-antenna array inside the spherical coordinate system 
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which are antenna 1 and antenna 2 to the observation point respectively. The vector    in 

(5.1) presents the one from the reference point to the observation point. The vectors, 

  
 ⃑⃑  ⃑ and   

 ⃑⃑  ⃑, both respectively denote ones from the reference point to antenna 1 and antenna 

2 and     |     
 ⃑⃑⃑⃑ |

, and     |     
 ⃑⃑⃑⃑ |

 are the phase components in (5.1). The parameter k inside 

the phase component symbolizes a wavenumber at the free space. According to the 

illustration and the antenna placements shown in Fig. 5-4, the vectors   
 ⃑⃑  ⃑ and   

 ⃑⃑  ⃑ can be 

replaced with the following terms: 
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Fig. 5-5 Illustration on the far-field parallelization 
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 ⃑⃑  ⃑  

 

 
 ̂                                                                            

  
 ⃑⃑  ⃑  

  

 
 ̂                                                                           

If the observation point is standing at the far-field and the far field distance is extremely 

larger (|  |      
 ⃑⃑  ⃑    

 ⃑⃑  ⃑ ), these three different vectors,      
 ⃑⃑  ⃑,      

 ⃑⃑  ⃑, and   , can be assumed 

to be the parallel condition, as illustrated in Fig. 5-5. In addition to the parallel condition, 

the amplitude of these three vectors can be considered to be approximately the same value 

if the magnitudes of   
 ⃑⃑  ⃑ and   

 ⃑⃑  ⃑ are extremely smaller compared to the far field distance: 

    |  |  |     
 ⃑⃑  ⃑|  |     

 ⃑⃑  ⃑|                                                        

Equation (5.4) is also notified as the far-field amplitude approximation. With (5.3), (5.4), 

(5.5) and the far-field approximation illustrated in Fig. 5-5, (5.1) can be re-written as 

equation (5.5):  

 ⃑        ⃑               (
    (   

 
 
 ̂)  ̂

|  |
 

    (   
 
 
 ̂)  ̂

|  |
)                       

In equation (5.5), the phase difference between two identical antennas’ radiated field still 

exist and the combination of the phase term needs to be further analyzed. Equation (5.5) 

can be re-written as:      

 ⃑       
 ⃑                  |  |

|  |
 (   ( 

 
 
 ̂)  ̂     (

 
 
 ̂)  ̂)                      
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Equation (5.6) is the product of two components. The first term is in regard to the element 

factor (EF) that is the radiated field of the single antenna located at the reference point. 

The second term in (5.6) is in regard to the array factor (AF). The spherical coordinate 

notation inside AF,  ̂, can be expressed in Cartesian’s coordinates with the following 

coordinate transfer equation:  

 ̂           ̂           ̂       ̂                                  

After the coordinate transfer is completed, total electric field in (5.6) can be written to the 

following relation with both the azimuth and the elevation angles: 

 ⃑       
 ⃑                  |  |

|  |
 (   

 
 
             

 
 
        )            

According to Euler’s Transfer, (5.8) can be reduced to: 

 ⃑       
   ⃑                  |  |

|  |
    

  

 
                             

(5.9) is a simplified E-field expression for two-antenna array. With the relation between 

the wavenumber, k and the operating wavelength, λ shown in the following: 

  
  

 
                                                                  

The simplified (5.9) can be re-written as 

 ⃑       
   ⃑                  |  |

|  |
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Finally, (5.11) is the two-antenna combined radiated electric field in the general or the 

arbitrary direction. For the horizontal x-y radiation (     ), the field expression can be 

reduced to: 

 ⃑       
   ⃑                  |  |

|  |
    

  

 
                                  

The maxima of (5.12) will appear when   is     or      which indicates either positive x 

or negative x direction. The minimum or null horizontal radiation can be realized at 

      and        directions under the following conditions on separated distance, 

d: 

  

 
 (  

 

 
)                                                                     

When n is set at zero, d should be half of the operating wavelength in order to have the 

minimum radiation along the y direction. Fig. 5-6 shows the graphical depiction of the 

total radiated E-field using a numerical verification in MATLAB [45]. It indicates the 

maximum radiated field will occur along the x direction with the minimum value along 

the y direction. In the designed 60 GHz two-element array, the separated distance, d 

should be set at 2.5 mm which is half of the wavelength to achieve the null radiation 

along y direction. For the practical implementation, d is set at 2.2 mm due to the 

antenna’s placement limitation given by the AMC layer. According to the AMC antenna 

design in previous chapters, the vertical feeding was placed at the center of AMC 

patches. Observed from Fig. 5-3, the separated distance is set at the combination of three 

times the AMC patch width and three times the gap between identical AMC patches 
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(3w+3g). This deviation of separated distance will affect the minimum array factor along 

the y direction, as shown in Fig. 5-7. The results present that the array factor is around 

0.38 rather than zero along y direction as d is shifted from 2.5 mm to 2.2 mm. To sum up, 

the calculated results shows a two-element array antenna shown in Fig. 5-3 has the 

potential to create more focused radiation patterns and increased radiation gain in specific 

directions to improve the chip-to-chip wireless communication link budget. The 

following sections will present some of the design challenges in packaging such antennas 

and full-wave simulations to verify the analysis and design concept. 
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Fig. 5-6 Analyzed electric field for two-antenna array system under 2.5 mm separated 

distance 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-7 Array factor along y direction with different antenna’s separated distance 
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5.4 Package Design 

 

This section emphasizes the package design for the 60 GHz AMC type two-antenna array 

system in order to verify the analyzed results presented during the previous sections. Fig. 

5-8 presents the side view of desired superstrate package stack-up employed to 

implement the two-element array presented in Fig. 5-3. The antenna structure is designed 

in a multi-layer (superstrate) dielectric that is placed on the top of the silicon substrate. 

The antenna structure has four different printed layers which include: an antenna layer, an 

AMC layer, a shielded-ground layer and a feeding circuit layer. In this work, Rogers 

4003C is utilized as the dielectric material which has a dielectric constant (εr=3.55) and 

low loss dielectric dissipation factor (tanδ=0.003) [44]. The height of package in each 

dielectric layer, h1, h2 and h3 are each set at 200 um respectively. The combination or the 

design of the single 60 GHz folded-monopole antenna, AMC and shielded-ground  
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Fig. 5-8 The vertical stackup for designed double-antenna system 
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conductors has been discussed in previous Chapter 3 and 4. The design has demonstrated 

high radiation efficiency with the use of shielded-ground layer and an improved 

reflection coefficient, S11 bandwidth with the periodically-patched AMC layer. The 

vertical structure is utilized to feed the antenna and this type of structure could be 

implemented with a conductor-filled through hole via in this design. The conductor-filled 

vertical structure not only plays a signal feeding role but also has advantages in 

enhancing the horizontal radiation capability because the vertical structure could be 

treated as part of the monopole design. In this package design,    reflection phase is 

created once the width of the periodical patch, w, and the gap between the identical 

patches, g, are set at 0.6 mm and 0.12 mm respectively. For the radiation structure, the 

combination of top-layer printed conductor and vertical via structure acts like one    ⁄  

open resonator. The dimensions of each single antenna, ant_l and ant_w are set at 1.35 

mm and 0.7 mm respectively. The separated distance, d, between two identical antennas 

in this design is set at 2.2 mm due to the periodicity of AMC structures. This number is 

approaching but not exactly the half of the antenna’s operating wavelength at 60 GHz 

(        ⁄  = 2.5 mm). The numerical high frequency field solver (HFSS) is utilized to 

validate the design concept [33]. Fig. 5-9 (a) and (b) demonstrate the simulated radiation 

patterns in the azimuth plane (horizontal xy plane) for the single 60 GHz AMC antenna 

and two-element array cases. For the single antenna case, the antenna demonstrates the 

maximum horizontal radiation gain, GA, which could be achieved around -0.5 dBi along – 

x direction (      ). The horizontal radiation pattern is created from the interaction 

between the vertical feeding structure, the antenna layer and the AMC layer. For the two 
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element array operation, the radiation has more directivity along – x direction (  

    ). The maximum horizontal radiation gain, GA, could be enhanced to around 5 dBi. 

Additionally, the radiation gain along y direction (     , and     ) will be reduced 

from -4 dBi to around -8 dBi. This 4 dBi gain reduction along the y direction agrees with 

the calculated number of array factor, 0.38 for 2.2 mm separated distance, as presented in 

Fig. 5-7. The simulation results presented in Fig. 5-9 verify the above-mentioned analysis 

and agree with the array factor computed in (5.11) and the result of array combination 

factor presented in Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7. This work demonstrates how the values of GA 

could be enhanced with the proper antenna placement selection. Fig. 5-10 demonstrates 

the coupling factor which is modeled as S21 parameter between two identical antennas. 

The result shows the coupling between two antennas is around -30 dB. The reflection 

coefficient of the antenna 1, S11, is also presented in Fig. 5-10. It indicates that the 

influence or proximity from the neighboring antenna 2 could be minimized and the 

isolation between two identical antennas can be resulted from this proper selected 

separation distance, d.  
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Fig. 5-9 Radiation patterns at (a) single antenna, (b) two-element array 
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Fig. 5-10 Proximity effects between two identical 60 GHz antennas 

 

5.5 Feeding Circuit Design 

 

In order to feed the 60GHz two-antenna array, the designed circuit of the feeding layer is 

demonstrated in Fig. 5-11. The feeding layer is mainly designed with the microstrip (MS) 

and the shielded-ground layer could serve as the reference conductor. The feeding layer 

contains one 1 by 2 microwave power divider and one additional quarter wavelength    ⁄  

impedance transformer. In addition to the microstrip structure (MS), the conductor-backed 

coplanar waveguide structure (CBCPW) is included in the design for the purpose of the 

GSG (Ground-Signal-Ground) probing and the measurement. Two types of microwave 

power dividers, T junction and Wilkinson, are considered in the feeding circuit design. 
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Fig. 5-11 The circuit design in the feeding layer 

 

The Wilkinson type power divider demonstrates the good impedance matching capability 

but requires the additional resistors that will lead to the complicated package design [6]. In 

order to simplify the package design, the T junction type power divider without the 

resistor is utilized.  However, this design requires one MS type quarter wavelength 

   ⁄  transformer to convert 25 Ω, the divided antennas’ input impedance value, to the 50 

Ω feeding line. The characteristic impedance of MS type transformer,      , should be set 

at 35 Ω according to the following impedance transform equation of the quarter 

wavelength transmission line: 
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The transition design between the MS and the CBCPW structures is also developed. There 

have already been several developments on the design of CBCPW-to-Microstrip 

transitions for the purpose of GSG probing or extracting on-wafer measurement results of 

microstrip structures [46], [47]. Both transition designs in these two referenced literatures 

present the capability in the broadband measurement. Large numbers of vertical via 

structures that are connected from the side ground to the bottom ground are implemented 

in [46] in order to ensure the complete reference or return current flow. Implementing 

large number of vertical vias will complicate the package design and increase the cost on 

the fabrication. The design in [47] implements the vialess transition with several different 

quarter wavelength open stubs in order to enhance the transition bandwidth. Large 

numbers of ground stubs, however, will occupy more area for the package stackup design. 

Instead, this work only implement one set of the quarter wavelength open ground stub as 

the CBCPW-MS transition design, as presented in Fig. 5-12. There are AA’ plane for 

CBCPW, BB’ plane for the transition and CC’ plane for the MS structures. This whole 

design is similar as the work in [48] and includes two additional quarter wavelength 

   ⁄  open stubs to terminate the co-planar (outer conductor) CPW ground conductors at 

the transition point. These quarter wavelength open stubs reflect short-circuit behaviors 

and ensure the field is concentrated between the signal and ground structures. The detailed 

dimension of the designed CBCPW-MS transition is demonstrated in Table 5.1. 
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Fig. 5-12 CBCPW-MS transition design 

 

Table 5.1 The dimensions of CBCPW-MS transition design 

MS_W CPW_W CPW_G CPW_L Stub_L 

400 um 115 um 75 um 1580 um 768 um 
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Fig. 5-13 Simulated performances on the designed CPW-MS transition 

 

The impedance matching, S11 performance, and the insertion loss, S21, performance are 

enhanced based on this transition design. Fig. 5-13 demonstrates the simulated S-

parameters on the designed CBCPW-MS transition. The impedance is well matched 

around 60 GHz and the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth is 20 GHz, ranging from 

50 GHz to 70 GHz. The design presents very low insertion loss performance within the 

transmission bandwidth. E-field distributions at 60 GHz in all AA’, BB’ and CC’ planes 

are demonstrated and compared in Fig. 5-14. It is observed that the E-field distributions at 

AA’ and CC’ planes are pure CBCPW and MS field respectively. The field in BB’ plane 

which is the transition plane contains both the CBCPW and MS components. The E-field  
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Fig. 5-14 60 GHz E-Field distributions at (a) AA', (b) BB' and (c) CC' planes 
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at 60 GHz is solidly concentrated between the signal and ground structures which includes 

the bottom ground and the open stub structures. There are no leaky field components on 

the open stubs around 60 GHz. Fig. 5-14 presents the 55 GHz and 65 GHz E-field 

distributions at BB’ transition plane. It turns out that the open stub structure will have the 

E-field components when the operating frequency is shifted from 60 GHz. Fig. 5-16 

demonstrates a comparison on the reflection coefficient when the single 60 GHz AMC 

antenna and the double-antenna systems are connected with the designed vialess CBCPW-

MS transition, respectively. The -10 dB S11 bandwidth ranges from 55 GHz to 65 GHz for 

the single 60 GHz antenna operation whereas the -10 dB S11 bandwidth ranges from 56 

GHz to 63.5 GHz for the two-element array operation. The reduction on the operating 

bandwidth is not contributed by the CBCPW-MS transition since the 20 GHz bandwidth 

can be realized in the transition design, as presented in Fig. 5-13. Instead, the reduction on 

the operating bandwidth is resulted from the quarter-wavelength transformer which is 

narrow band design around 60 GHz. 
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Fig. 5-15 E-Field distributions on BB' plane operated at (a) 55 GHz and (b) 65 GHz 
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Fig. 5-16 S11 comparison on 60 GHz antennas with the designed CPW-MS transition 

  

To verify the HFSS simulated performances shown in Fig. 5-16, the measured S11 

performance of the two-element array with the feeding circuitry is presented in Fig. 5-17 

and compared with the simulated results. The measurement setup along with the probe 

station is demonstrated in Fig. 5-18. The designed package should be flipped to have the 

proper GSG probe-feeding. Additionally, the designed package should be measured at the 

edge of probe station in order to minimize the reflection from the conductor type probe 

station holder. The measurement shows the well- matched impedance at 60 GHz and 

around 9 GHz (56 GHz to 65 GHz) -10 dB bandwidth. The well impedance matching 

results indicate the proper design considerations on the periodically-patched AMC layer, 

the λd/4 transformer and the transition design in the feeding circuitry layer. 
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Fig. 5-17 Simulated and measured performances on the reflection coefficient S11 
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Fig. 5-18 The probing measurement setup 
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With (2.6), (2.7), the specified radiation gain and the S11 bandwidth numbers, the 

relations between PRE, wireless link budget and the transmission distance could be 

calculated. Fig. 5-19 (a) and (b) present the comparison between single 60 GHz antenna 

and two-antenna operations. It turns out that both PRE and wireless link budget numbers 

can be further reduced with the designed two-element array system. The increase on the 

radiation gain number, GA, will lead to more efficient wireless interconnect. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 5-19 Wireless link performance comparison. (a) Power loss required to be recovered 

(b) Wireless link budget 
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5.6 Summary 

 

The design of 60 GHz two-element array in the multi-chip communication is presented in 

this chapter. The analysis for predicting combined-radiation fields by two identical 

antennas is also demonstrated. The designed system includes the two-antenna array and 

the feeding circuitry. The HFSS simulation results verify the field analysis and 

demonstrate the 5 dBi gain enhancement in the horizontal direction over a single radiator. 

5 dBi gain enhancement could lead to further reductions on both PRE and the wireless link 

budget numbers. The detailed dimensions and the layout mask of 60 GHz two-element 

array will be presented in Appendix B.     
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This research is mainly focused on the development of 60 GHz interchip antenna and the 

application includes chip to chip wireless interconnect design inside the multi-processor 

multi-chip module. The dissertation begins in addressing the design challenges of the 

physical wired interconnect and in proposing the hybrid computing architecture with the 

use of 60 GHz radiators. The following sections will conclude the achieved work on the 

design of 60 GHz antennas and will propose possible extension from this work. 

 

6.1 Completed Works 

 

The completed works in this dissertation include: 

1. Two major performance metrics, PRE and wireless link budget, for evaluating the 

interchip antenna’s system performance within the chip to chip wireless 

interconnect are introduced in the first time. With these two performance metrics, 

the goal or the target for designing or developing a new 60 GHz antenna 

prototype or technology can be clearly presented.   

2. The design principle, fabrication procedure and measurements of 60 GHz 

wideband antenna in the application of multi-chip data transmissions are 

analyzed, discussed and evaluated in order to achieve both lower PRE and wireless 

link budget numbers. The developed antenna uses the periodically-patched AMC 
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structure associated with the ground-shielded conductor in order to enhance the 

antenna’s impedance matching bandwidth. The validation presents that over 10 

GHz -10 dB S11 bandwidth can be achieved with the design concept. In addition 

to the broadband bandwidth, the designed 60 GHz antenna demonstrates the 

achievable horizontal radiation capability that is required for the application of 

multi-chip data transmission. Finally, the designed antenna owns superior PRE and 

wireless link budget numbers over the antenna designs in the current state of the 

art. 

3. In order to further reduce both PRE and wireless link budget numbers, a 60 GHz 

double element array in the multi-chip communication is developed. Two 

antennas are designed on the same AMC substrate and the analysis for predicting 

combined-radiation fields is also demonstrated. The whole designed system 

includes the two-antenna array and the feeding circuitry. The simulation results 

verify the field analysis and demonstrate the 5dBi gain enhancement in the 

horizontal direction over a single 60 GHz AMC radiator. 5dBi gain enhancement 

could lead to further reductions on both PRE and the wireless link budget numbers.  

 

6.2 Future Works 

 

The possible extensions of this research could be illustrated with the block diagram 

sketched in Fig. 6-1. Future work might proceed into two directions: one is in regard to  
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TX

Switching 
Network 

Multi-Antenna 
Array

RX

Multi-Antenna 
Array

Switching 
Network 

 

Fig. 6-1 Block diagrams of proposed future works 

 

 

Fig. 6-2 Four-Antenna array on the AMC layer 

 

the multi-antenna design placed on the AMC substrate and the other one is in regard to 

the switching network design in order to implement the “pre-defined” or “reconfigurable” 

radiation direction. Fig. 6-2 presents an example with four identical antennas placed on 

the AMC substrate. The certain radiation direction could be achieved as the certain 
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antennas are conducted. Two different radiation directions are demonstrated in Fig. 6-3. 

Positive x radiation direction could be achieved once antenna 1 and 3 are conducted. 

Negative y radiation direction could be implemented when antenna 2 and 4 are 

conducted. The future research could focus on what is the optimized antenna placement 

and how many antennas should be conducted in order to have the optimized directivity. 

The design on the switching network design could be another extension work. The switch 

is utilized to determine which antenna is required to be conducted in order to have the 

“pre-defined” radiation direction. The switching device should own the low-loss or the 

high-efficient properties in order to maintain the low wireless link budget. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 6-3 Radiation patterns when (a) Antenna 1 and 3 (b) Antenna 2 and 4 are conducted 
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APPENDIX A LAYOUT OF SINGLE 60 GHz AMC ANTENNA 

The layout of each layer is demonstrated in the following Fig. A-1. Table A.1 and Table 

A.2 summarize the dimensions of designed antenna and the electric parameters used in 

the calculation, the simulation and the modeling. 

ant_w

ant_l

Antenna Layer
 

(a)  

w g

AMC Layer
 

(b) 
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Ground Layer
 

(c) 

Fig. A-1 The layouts in (a) Antenna layer. (b) AMC layer. (c) Ground layer 

 

 

Table A.1 Summarized dimensions of 60 GHz AMC antenna in Fig. A-1 

w g ant_w ant_l 

580 um 120 um 900 um 1100 um  

 

Table A.2 Summarized material properties in the simulation and the modeling 

Rogers 

3003 
εr = 3.1 

loss tangent 

tanδ = 0.002 

Silicon 

Substrate 
εr = 10.9 

conductivity 

σ = 10 (S/m) 
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APPENDIX B LAYOUT OF 60 GHz TWO-ELEMENT ARRAY 

The layout of each layer is demonstrated in the following Fig. B-1. Table B.1 and Table 

B.2 summarize the dimensions of designed antenna and the electric parameters used in 

the calculation, the simulation and the modeling. 

ant_w

ant_l

ant_d

Antenna Layer
 

(a) 

w g

AMC Layer

ant_d

 

(b) 
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Ground Layer

ant_d

 

(c) 

Feeding Layer

ant_d

cpw_g

cpw_w

stub_l

ms_w

ms2_w

cpw_l

 

(d) 

Fig. B-1 The layouts in (a) Antenna layer. (b) AMC layer. (c) Ground layer. (d) Feeding 

layer 
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Table B.1 Summarized dimensions of 60 GHz AMC two-element array in Fig. B-1 

w 600 um 

g 120 um 

ant_l 1350 um 

ant_w 700 um 

ant_d 2200 um 

ms_w 400 um 

ms2_w 700 um 

cpw_w 115 um 

cpw_g 75 um 

cpw_l 1580 um 

stub_l 768 um 

 

 

Table B.2 Summarized material properties in the simulation and the modeling 

Rogers 

4003 
εr = 3.55 

loss tangent 

tanδ = 0.003 

Silicon 

Substrate 
εr = 10.9 

conductivity 

σ = 10 (S/m) 
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